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In the movie The Reader they make a comment about the Holocaust how everyone knows
about a situation but they still let many, many people be murdered. The analogy of this
situation is no different than the horrific Holocaust like conditions occurring in the U.S.
Court System and society.
I am a court crime victim in the San Mateo Superior Court in California and Supreme
Court of Ulster County in New York, in a Fraud On The Court. I was harmed
tremendously while many in high positions of power watched me be robbed, physically
injured, and I had every right imaginable continually violated trying to push me into
homelessness and poverty. My 18 year marital rights even terminated by fraud.
I became vocal to many in society about these abuses especially to politicians, all
members of the Judiciary, Judicial agencies such as The State Bar, Commission on
Judicial Performance, The Office of the Clerk of The Supreme Court whom does The
State Bars job but far from effectively in California, Grievance Committees, Media,
Rights Agencies, District Attorneys Office, County Attorneys, The F.B.I, Justice
Depts. to only learn everyone knows these issues exist and NO ONE will help you, let
me repeat NO ONE. Everyone knows it, is involved with it, and they all are allowing
tremendous organized crime and harm both emotionally and physically to citizens and
society.
The only person, only person whom responded and understood how tragic these
circumstances to needlessly harm individuals and families was Elie Weisel, a Holocaust
survivor. What exists is tragic and appalling, it is torturous victimizing conditions where
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no procedures and protections exist for the public. Conflicts of interest are rampant, the
whole system is a charade of bogus hearings to imprison families to steal and force
people into homelessness and poverty. Justice, honest judges, and attorneys are rare.
Pure organized crime and racketeering exists. This is terrorism and treason as this
sham appears run by the mafia or another country with the U.S. The ignorant lack and
disregard by politicians and Congress in Washington, D.C. to review Article I & III
tribunals by saying there is a firewall is ludicrous. Judicial Immunity must be repealed as
many judges are involved with this organized crime and take bribes and payoffs.
Adversarial processes used mainly in family law are a complete violation of property
rights to keep families in the courts for years. In addition, it causes undue stress, duress,
and highly traumatic incidents to families violating human rights. Domestic violence,
child custody false allegations, parental alienation, and theft of children by CPS
can be identified in relationship to this process. Adversarial processes must be banned in
all aspects of law; this is a form of water boarding and torture. Slavery and confinement
to steal is the premise behind these incidents, plus the violation of rights!
I work in communities and do a variety of healing work to reduce the effects of trauma.
The circumstances in these courts are about inflicting trauma, which is tyranny. This
public health crisis that exists to harm individuals both emotionally and physically, plus
tries to force people into poverty, is this for the U.S. Government to pick up the tab,
control the people, aid the drug co.’s or increase medical costs? For a society so
educated this is barbaric. No one should be in poverty in this country, look how much
money you all wasted on this election. Change to the political arena is needed too! There
are no ethics, accountability, nor responsibility by anyone. Though many have violated
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all my rights, I still take a stand for all rights, my Human Rights the most precious.
I became so vocal I subpoenaed the Governor in my state for my civil trial against my
attorney whom not only defrauded me but also defrauded the courthouse with identity
theft and fraud with a judge in California. My Constitutional Rights for due process were
violated for this trial; I even spoke with the Deputy AG that day. It appears a payoff was
made by a big insurance co. and law firm to the judge(s). Every judge in that court knew
I was defrauded and they kept harming me. I now hold the Governor, his offices, and the
insurance co. fully responsible, as they have been the ones to help force me into poverty
knowing what they knew. I sustained two physical injuries and these parties have
reflected reckless endangerment and intent to harm me physically again. I have every
right to defend myself against such treasonous cowards. My two self-employed
businesses were destroyed while my cases grew from one to four due to corruption.
A niche is carved out by these corrupt judicial agencies and courts where the police do
not act. My New York case happened due to the inability of the California court to
divide property, theft, all parties aided and abetted my fraud crime. A home I fought in
foreclosure is filled with crime plus a payoff to a County Clerks Office by an attorney.
The falsehoods created by the Fed and banks are far from truth and reality. President
Obama you are a Civil Rights Attorney, I certainly hope I see action on your part and
the DOJ. The Fed and The State Bar’s are private corporations that need abolishing in
this country they have no allegiance to Americans at all. So what country has invaded
America’s soil? These foreclosures should be halted and all parties whom lost a home
should be refunded for the abuse created by the U.S Government. Debt collectors should
be abolished, another bunch of crooks with no contract as write-offs are taken by the
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banks. Due to the manner in which banks sold their loans on homes they are only service
providers with no right to anything, no contract exists. How many home foreclosures
were thefts, all of them? Go back to allodial titles and land patents these cases are frauds.
Community property laws are non-existent and review the crime in bankruptcies.
I command indictments, my rightful property, payment for my harm, and
my punitive damages that the court tried to drop off and steal to get the insurance
money, NOW - Governor! Big business and harm to citizens is a major issue. Workmen’s
comp. cases or accident victims sustain greater injury in these courts. Judges overturn
judgments by juries, parties do not get judgments paid out, plus all the estate theft shows
U.S. Government agencies appear one big fraud, I won’t comment on taxes. Honest
attorney’s trying to help get blacklisted and harmed by the State Bars. The U.S.
Government is a shamble of frauds, lies, abuse, mismanagement, and injustice. I take a
stand on all my inalienable rights for myself and all Americans. It is about time you all
Wake Up To Life, Become Accountable, Take Action Against Corruption, Rights
Violations, and Treason to All Americans! Crimes compound when JUSTICE IS
UNJUST! The lacking authority by the Governor and DOJ should be addressed.
My story can be viewed on www.myinnertransformation.com under news.
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